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Lifting the Standards on

Hand Protection
With hand and wrist injuries being the most common work-related injuries it's easy to see why choosing the right hand 
protection is so important. When safety eyewear, helmets, boots and many more items of PPE MUST be certified to 
Australian Standards, the question must be, why not gloves?

When it comes to lifting the standard on hand protection, Elliotts don't just talk about it, 
we lead by example. 

Compliant vs Certified - 
       What's the difference?

Product Certification is referred to as “an activity by which a 
third party gives written assurance that a product (including 
process and service) fulfils specified requirements”. Safety 
products which have been certified are clearly identifiable 
by the trademarked logo of the certification body, eg. the 
SAI Global '5 ticks' Standards mark and the associated AS/
NZS standards information. Safety products that do not 
clearly show these Trademarks are likely to be “Uncertified”.

Safety products claiming “compliance” to a standard, or that 
a product is “manufactured to meet the requirements” of a 
standard are not the same as “Certified”. 

For a product to be “certified” to a standard, the manufacturer 
has to engage an independent certification body such as  
SAI Global and satisfy an extensive list of requirements 
including: 

Why specify certified gloves?
Certification to Australian/ New Zealand Standards (AS/
NZS) helps making the choice of which brand of personal 
protective equipment to choose very simple. It helps you 
ensure you are getting the very best and safest protection 
for your workers.

Safety helmets, safety glasses, respiratory and hearing 
protection, must all be certified to AS/NZS Standards. 
Employers and Safety Professionals would not specify 
either one of those products if they were not certified to the 
appropriate Australian Standard. 

By purchasing products that are not made to meet the 
requirements of a standard increases the risk of both injury 
to employees and potential prosecution by the relevant 
safety authority.

Hand and wrist injuries are one of the most common work-
related injury sustained in Australia, and cause a significant 
problem in certain workplaces. Specifying a requirement 
for certification to AS/NZS Standards for gloves, as industry 
does for eyewear, hearing and respiratory could help 
reduce the frequency of hand and wrist injuries.

AUSTRALIAN
STANDARD

AS/NZS
2161:2008

In 2011 Elliotts were the first in the world to certify our welding gloves to gloves to AS/NZS 
2161.4:1999 (EN407) Protection against thermal risks (heat and fire). 

In 2013 Elliotts were once again the first in the world to certify our G-Flex Technical 
Gloves and our Mec-Flex Mechanics gloves to AS/NZS 2161.3:2005 (EN388) Protection 
against mechanical risks. 

In 2016 Elliotts were again the first in the world to certify our ChemVex Chemical Gloves 
and our Mec-Flex Mechanics gloves to AS/NZS 2161.3:2005 (EN388) Protection against 
mechanical risks. 

Type testing of 
product samples

This testing must be conducted by an 
approved accredited independent third 
party testing laboratory.

On-site factory 
assessment

The manufacturing facility must undergo 
an on-site factory assessment of the 
manufacturing processes.

Annual Factory 
Surveillance Audits

The manufacturing facility must undergo an 
annual factory surveillance audit to ensure 
that maintenance  of the manufacturing 
process is occurring.

On-going Type 
Testing

Product samples must be re-tested on a 
regular basis  by an approved accredited 
independent third-party testing laboratory.
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WELDING 
GLOVES
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Protective gloves for welders are designed to protect the hands and the wrists during the process of 
welding and related tasks. Protective gloves for welders protect against small splashes of molten metal, 
short contact exposure to limited flame, convective heat and contact heat and UV radiation from the arc.

TIG Welding Gloves
The TIG Welding process requires a high degree  
of dexterity or “feel” to feed the TIG filler rod into 
the weld pool. TIG gloves must be able 
to consume high levels of heat but 
lower levels of spatter. TIG gloves 
are available in a wide size range 
as a closer, snug fit is required. High 
dexterity on the forefinger and thumb 
is very important.  Goat or pigskin and 
the most common leathers used in TIG 
Gloves. If lined the back of the hand 
and cuff are lined for additional heat 
protection but the palm is  
usually unlined. 

TIG Shield
A TIG Shield is designed 
to provide additional heat 
protection to your fingers during 
those long hot welds. It simply 
slips over your fingers. 

Glove Savers
Glove savers slip over the Stick 
or MIG welding glove to provide  
additional heat protection.  
The rear of the glove saver is 
made of an aluminised material 
which offers excellent 
radiant heat protection 
and the palm is 
made of leather for 
additional abrasion 
protection and 
durability. 

Welding Glove Materials
Types and qualities of leather
There are various types of leather used in welding 
gloves, visit elliotts.net for detailed information on 
the types of leathers used in welding gloves.

Linings
Linings are used to improve comfort, manage 
perspiration and provide additional heat resistance 
and protection. The type of lining material  
and its placement is dependent on the type  
of welding glove.

For the professional welder wearing the right glove 
is a critical decision. The right welding gloves 
can make a tremendous difference in a welders 
speed, ability, and safety. When considering the 
right welding glove for your work, look for the right 
balance of the following:
 Flexibility

 Comfort

 Durability

 Heat resistance and protection

Types of Welding Gloves
Welding Gloves can be grouped into 5 main types:
 Stick Welding – Stick welding gloves are made 

of thick leather for maximum protection from 
heat and splatter.

 MIG Welding – MIG welding gloves are made 
of thick/medium leather. They provide flexibility 
that is required for the MIG welding process.

 TIG Welding – TIG welding gloves are made 
of thin leather to ensure the maximum level of 
flexibility and dexterity which is required for the 
TIG Welding process.

 Driving Gloves – Driving gloves can be made of 
various types of leather, are unlined and can be 
used in mainly the TIG welding process.

 Simple Leather Gloves – Simple single layer 
unlined leather gloves are mainly used for 
general or home welding projects. They are 
made of thin low-quality leather and are unlined.

MIG/ Stick Welding Gloves
MIG and stick welding or shielded metal arc welding 
generates the highest heat, it also requires the 
least amount of dexterity due to the simplicity 
of the process. MIG and stick welding gloves are 
usually thicker and lined to provide the highest level 
of heat and spatter protection. 

Welding Gloves
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 Stick/MIG – Stick and MIG welding gloves are 
usually fully lined. The cuff, palm and back of 
hand are fully lined to provide additional 360 
degree heat resistance over the whole hand and 
cuff area.

 TIG – TIG gloves are either unlined or lined on 
the back of hand and or cuff. The palm is not 
lined to ensure maximum dexterity and tactile 
sensitivity.

Lining materials:
 Woven Cotton linings (100% cotton) – used in 

the cuff area.

 Cotton Jersey (100% cotton) – used in the palm/
hand area.

 Dynamax® Cut 5 materials – used in the palm/ 
hand area.

Sewing Thread
The type of sewing thread used in a welding glove 
can greatly affect its durability. There are generally 
two options when it comes to thread; cotton or 
Kevlar® (Para-aramid). Kevlar® sewing thread is 
heat resistant and significantly stronger and more 
durable than cotton threads. The majority of Elliotts 
welding gloves are sewn with Kevlar® thread.

Welding Glove Design
Design
Basic or traditional design which comprises the 
fewest parts sewn together to create a "flat" 
glove. The design may incorporate a liner to 
offer additional heat protection and or moisture 
management. This design also reduces the 
number of seams. This traditional design is very 
practical and effective in most welding 
applications. 

Elliotts newer welding gloves are 
ergonomically designed and feature 
three-dimensional patterns designed 
to fit the natural contours of the 
hand. These newer designs offer 
improved levels of comfort and also 
the hand to rest in a relaxed position 
which can help reduce hand fatigue. 

Length
The length of the glove is usually determined  
by the welding process.

MIG/ Stick Gloves are usually 406mm or 16" to 
ensure full forearm protection for the spatter and 
dross. Elliotts also offers the Big Red, Kevlar Blue 
and Leftie in XT or extended versions offering full 
arm protection up to the shoulder.

TIG Welding gloves are usually shorter 12" or 279mm 
as the TIG welding process doesn't produce as 
much spatter and dross at Stick and MIG. Elliotts  
do offer the TigMate in a 16" or 406mm length.

Sizing and Fit
Universally-sized or one-size-fits-all gloves are rarely 
the best option when selecting any hand protection, 
especially welding gloves. Comfortable, well-sized 
gloves provide the wearer with the best control of 
the tools they are using and the materials they  
are handling.

Stick/MIG Gloves sizes are usually more generous 
for several reasons. Firstly the welding processes 
do not require a high level of dexterity a more 
generous size can fit a wider range of hand sizes. 
The main reason for a more loosely fitting glove is 
to ensure the glove can be removed quickly, they 
are "thrown off" or "flicked off" if hot material falls 
into the glove. Most glove manufacturers offer 
one-size-fits-all welding gloves, Elliotts offer several 
gloves including the Big Red and Kevlar blue  
in a wide range of sizes from Small to 2XL to suit  
all hand sizes.

TIG Gloves are snug fitting to ensure high levels of 
dexterity or feel. The majority of Elliotts TIG welding 
gloves are available in sizes Small to 2XL to ensure 
there is a comfortable snug fit for all hand sizes.

Welting
Welting is the thin layer of 
leather that is sewn between 
two layers of material. This 
additional layer helps protect 
the seam and improves 
durability. Welting is generally 
used in vulnerable seams. 
Elliotts uses welting extensively 
which improves the durability 
and longevity of our gloves. 

Reinforcements
Additional layers of material can be used in high 
wear or high heat areas to improve durability  
and or protection. Common areas of reinforcement 
include, palm and thumb crutch, knuckle  
and fingertips.
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The Kevlar® Blue™ welding glove sets the standard for protection for boiler making 
and heavy duty welding. The Kevlar® Blue™ is designed for extra durability with 
addition leather reinforcing covering the palm and thumb area. The extra reinforcing 
knuckle bar strip across the back of the hand protects the knuckles and offers 
additional abrasion protection. We only use the highest quality leather and cotton 
liners and all wear seams are welted for additional protection and all seams are 
sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.

Many have tried to copy our glove and failed to meet the quality  
and protection levels that the original Kevlar® Blue™ continually offers.

n Manufactured from soft, premium, selected butt leather.
n Addition leather reinforcing covering the palm and thumb area.
n Extra reinforcing knuckle bar strip across the back of the hand.
n Wear seams are welted for additional protection and wear life.
n Sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.
n Available in two lengths: 406mm and 680mm  

(Kevlar® Blue™ XT).
n Available in various sizes: SML, MED, LRG, XLG.
n	 Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388) 

Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	
2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	thermal	risks	 
(heat	and	fire).

n		EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	A.
n  Packaging: Header Card/ Bag.

KEVLAR® BLUE™
WELDING GLOVES

Part No. Size
300RKBXT LRG

Kevlar® Blue™ XT

Part No. Size
300RKBSML SML
300RKBMED MED
300RKB LRG
300RKBXLG XLG

Kevlar® Blue™

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 4244

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 4244

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

Welding Gloves – MIG/ Stick
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The Big Red® welding glove is famous in the Australasian welding market and sets the 
benchmark for professional welding gloves. The Big Red® is designed for extra durability 
and comfort, we only use the highest quality materials. Our leather is carefully selected 
to be soft and of high quality and our liners are cotton for additional comfort and 
additional	flame	resistance.

Many have tried to copy our glove and failed to meet the quality and protection 
levels that the original Big Red® continually offers. We know welders come in all 
shapes and sizes so the Big Red® is available in various sizes. We have a Big 
Red®	to	fit	you,	male	or	female,	small	or	large.

n Manufactured from soft, premium, selected red butt Big Red® leather.
n	 Fully	lined	with	100%	cotton	to	improve	heat	protection	and	manage	

perspiration.
n Wear seams are welted for additional protection and wear life.
n Sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.
n Available in two lengths: 406mm and 680mm (Big Red® XT).
n	 Available	in	various	sizes:	SML,	MED,	LRG,	XLG,	2XL.
n	 Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	

Occupational protective gloves – Protection against mechanical risks 
and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	
against	thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n	 EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	A.
n Packaging: Header Card/ Bag.

THE BIG RED®

WELDING GLOVES

Part No. Size
300FLWKTXT LRG

Big Red® XT

Part No. Size
300FLWKTS SML
300FLWKTM MED
300FLWKT LRG
300FLWKTXL XLG
300FLWKTXXL 2XL

Big Red®

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 3244

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 3244

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088
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Part No. Length Size
4062LHO 406mm LRG
4062LHOXTLRG 680mm LRG

The Lefties® welding glove is highly respected for its quality, performance levels and 
reliability. The Lefties®	were	the	first	of	their	kind	and	were	created	to	satisfy	welding	
situations when the left-handed gloves wear out faster than the right. The Lefties® 

are designed for durability and comfort utilising quality leather and cotton liners. 
Wear seams are welted for additional protection and all seams are sewn with heat 
resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.

n Two fully lined left-handed gloves.
n Quality green butt leather.
n	 Fully	lined	with	100%	cotton	to	improve	heat	protection. 

and manage perspiration.
n Wear seams are welted for additional protection and wear life.
n Sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.
n Available in two lengths: 406mm and 680mm (Lefties® XT).
n	 Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	

Occupational protective gloves – Protection against mechanical risks 
and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	
–	Protection	against	thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n	 EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	A.
n Packaging: Header Card/ Bag.

LEFTIES®

WELDING GLOVES

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 3233

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

Welding Gloves – MIG/ Stick
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EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 3243

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 4123

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

Part No. Size
300WAK LRG

Part No. Size
BGFLW16 LRG

The Wakatac® welding glove is highly respected for its quality, performance levels and 
reliability. The Wakatac® is designed for durability and comfort utilising quality leather and 
cotton liners. Wear seams are welted for additional protection and all seams are sewn with 
heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.

n   Manufactured from select Red Butt leather.
n			Fully	lined	with	100%	cotton	to	improve	heat	protection	and	manage	perspiration.
n   Wear seams are welted for additional protection and wear life.
n   Sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability.
n   Length: 406mm.
n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	Occupational	protective	

gloves	–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	
407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	thermal	risks	(heat	
and	fire).

n		EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	A.

n   Economical quality cow split leather.
n			Fully	lined	with	100%	cotton	to	improve	heat	protection	 

and manage perspiration.
n   Wear seams are welted for additional protection and wear life.
n   Length: 406mm.
n			One	size	fits	most.
n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	Occupational	

protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	
2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	
against	thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n		EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	A.

WAKATAC®

WELDING GLOVES

BLACK & GOLD
WELDING GLOVES
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Part Number Description
AGS4L Left Hand
AGS5L Right Hand

Part Number Description
AGS10L Left Hand
AGS11L Right Hand

Part Number Description
APNKGCL Left Hand Only
APNKGCR Right Hand Only

A Glove Saver is designed to do what its name says, “save your gloves”.

By wearing a glove saver you provide additional radiant heat protection to the back 
of the hand and well as additional abrasion and wear protection to the palm area. 
Elliotts Glove Savers come  
in three styles:
n   Standard glove saver.
n			Aluminised	back	to	reflect	radiant	heat.
n   Chrome leather palm and cut off thumb.

n			Aluminised	back	to	reflect	radiant	heat.
n   Back reinforced with an extra layer of leather.
n   Chrome leather palm and cut off thumb.

n   Double layered back.
n   Outer Layer – Woven Kevlar.
n   Inner Layer – Aluminised Preox.
n   Chrome leather palm and cut off thumb.

GLOVE SAVER

REINFORCED GLOVE SAVER

HIGH HEAT GLOVE SAVER

Welding Glove Savers
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EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41224X 2112

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance
Pucture resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088

The TigMate® Pro is the professionals' premium welding glove choice and has been designed to 
offer extra sensitivity and touch and to be extremely comfortable. The premium materials offer a 
great balance between sensitivity, comfort and protection. 

1    Soft goatskin palm for extra sensitivity and touch.

2    FR Fabric back of hand and cuff for heat resistance and breathability.

3 			Leather	reinforced	knuckle	section,	finger	walls	 
and	backs	of	fingers	and	thumb.

4    Reinforced/ padded wear patch on side of palm.

5    Sewn-in, heat resistant Kevlar thread for extra durability.

6    Leather reinforced pull strip.

n			Available	in	MED,	LRG,	XLG	and	2XL.
n			EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	B.
n   Packaging: Hook/ Swing Card.

TIGMATE® PRO

Part Number Size
TIGPROMED MED
TIGPROLRG LRG
TIGPROXLG XLG
TIGPRO2XL 2XL

TIGMATE® PRO

Welding Gloves – TIG

2

3

1

2

6

4
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Part Number Size
TIGPROC5MED MED
TIGPROC5LRG LRG
TIGPROC5XLG XLG
TIGPROC52XL 2XL

TIGMATE® PRO C5

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41424X 2544

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088Puncture resistance

Protection Zone
Cut 5  

Back Palm

The Tigmate®	Pro	C5	is	the	professionals'	premium	welding	glove	choice	when	high	cut	
resistance	is	required.	The	glove	has	been	designed	with	Dynamax	Cut	5	material	in	the	
palm	and	fingers	excluding	black	leather	fingertip	sections	of	thumb,	forefinger	and	middle	
finger	to	maintain	high	levels	of	sensitivity	and	touch.	The	premium	materials	offer	a	great	
balance between sensitivity, comfort and protection. 

1    Soft goatskin palm for extra sensitivity and touch.

2 			Super	soft	goatskin	leather	fingertips	for	additional	sensitivity	when	TIG	Welding.

3    FR Fabric back of hand and cuff for heat resistance and breathability.

4 			Leather	reinforced	knuckle	section,	finger	walls	and	backs	
of	fingers	and	thumb.

5 			Cut	5	palm,	fingers	and	thumb	(excluding	black	leather	
fingertip	sections	of	thumb,	forefinger	and	middle	finger).

6    Reinforced/ padded wear patch on side of palm.

7    Sewn- in, heat resistant Kevlar thread for extra durability.

8    Leather reinforced pull strip.

n			Available	in	MED,	LRG,	XLG	and	2XL	(sizing	very	fitted	–	
suggest users go one size up).

n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	
388)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	
mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	
Occupational protective gloves – Protection against thermal 
risks	(heat	and	fire).

n			EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	B.
n   Packaging: Hook/ Swing Card.

TIGMATE® PRO C5 TIG

Welding Gloves – TIG

3

4

1

2

3

6

8
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Part Number Size
TIGRXMED MED
TIGRXLRG LRG
TIGRXXLG XLG
TIGRX2XL 2XL

Part Number Size
TIGRTMED MED
TIGRTLRG LRG
TIGRTXLG XLG
TIGRT2XL 2XL

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41324X 2121

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088Puncture resistance

EN
38

8

EN
40

7

41224X 2122

Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance

Burning behaviour
Contact heat
Convective heat
Radiant heat
Small splashes of molten metal
Large quantities of molten metal

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
4

A
S

/N
ZS

 2
16

1.
3

AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088Puncture resistance

The Tigmate® RX Tig Welding Glove offers a soft goatskin palm for extra sensitivity and touch, 
with	the	back	of	the	index	and	middle	fingers	reinforced	with	an	extra	layer	of	leather	for	
additional heat protection.

1   Soft goatskin palm for extra sensitivity and touch.

2    Black split leather cuff.

3 			Shirred	elastic	back	for	a	snug	fit.

4 			Reinforced	first	and	second	finger	backs	for	extra	heat	resistance.

5    Sewn-in, heat resistant Kevlar thread for extra durability.

n			Available	in	MED,	LRG,	XLG	and	2XL.
n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	Occupational	protective	gloves	

–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	
protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n			EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	B.
n   Packaging: Hook/ Swing Card.

1    Soft goatskin palm for extra sensitivity and touch.

2    Gold split leather cuff.

n			Available	in	MED,	LRG,	XLG	and	2XL.
n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	Occupational	

protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	
2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	
thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n			EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	B.
n   Packaging: Hook/ Swing Card.

TIGMATE® RX TIG

TIGMATE® RT TIG

2

1

2

1

3

4
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Abrasion resistance
Blade cut resistance
Tear resistance

Burning behaviour
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Convective heat
Radiant heat
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Large quantities of molten metal
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AS/NZS
2161.4:1999
Lic# SMKH22088Puncture resistance

Part Number Length Size
TIG11S 280mm SML
TIG11M 280mm MED
TIG11L 280mm LRG
TIG11XL 280mm XLG
TIG16S 380mm SML
TIG16M 380mm MED
TIG16L 380mm LRG
TIG16XL 380mm XLG

TIGMATE®

The Tigmate®	is	made	from	the	finest	top	grain	pigskin	leather	which	is	known	for	its	
breathability, softness and comfort. As TIG welding only generates low heat with minimal 
sparks, the glove is unlined and the soft pig grain leather provides optimal dexterity 
providing the wearer with improved touch sensitivity. The Clute pattern ensure maximum 
comfort with all seams sewn with Kevlar® thread to resist sparks and improve durability.

n   Quality soft grain leather
n   Unlined for dexterity and soft touch
n   Clute pattern
n   Sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread for extra durability
n			Available	in	two	lengths:	279	mm	and	380mm
n   Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL
n			Certified	by	SAI	Global	to	AS/NZS	2161.3:2005	(EN	388)	Occupational	protective	

gloves	–	Protection	against	mechanical	risks	and	AS/NZS	2161.4:1999	(EN	407)	
Occupational	protective	gloves	–	Protection	against	thermal	risks	(heat	and	fire).

n			EN	12477	Welding	Glove	Type	B.

TIGMATE®

Welding Gloves – TIG
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Part Number Size
ELG8020 One Size Fits All

The	TigShield™	slips	easily	over	your	finger	or	fingers	 
and provides import heat protection that allows you  
to slide smoothly over hot surfaces and weld for longer!

n   Fits over most TIG Welding Gloves.
n			Protect	1	or	2	fingers.
n   Slide smoothly over hot surfaces.
n   Weld longer and stay cool!

TIGSHIELD™

TigShield
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The Big Red® Welders Jacket has been designed with an extended back 
for additional protection, especially if you are bending over  
to	access	a	difficult	weld.	The	front	closure	is	“off	centre”	away	 
from high wear areas where it does not get in your way.

Part No. BRC30
Size: S-4XL
n Big Red® selected leather
n Welted seams for extra strength
n Longer length at the back for extra protection
n Hook and Loop side closure
n Leather/Hook & Loop cuff tabs

Been seen and be safer wearing the High Visibility Big Red® 
Welders Jacket. All the features of the Big Red® jacket with the 
addition	of	high	wearing	3M	reflective	trim	conforms	to	AS/NZS	
4602.1:2011	High	visibility	safety	garments	–	Garments	for	high	risk	
applications night time only requirements.

Part No. BRC30T1
Sizes: S-4XL
n Big Red® selected leather
n	 3M	Reflective	Trim	for	night	time	high	visibility
n Welted seams for extra strength
n Longer length at the back for extra protection
n Hook and Loop side closure
n Leather/Hook & Loop cuff tabs

The Big Red® Welders Sleeves are designed to give you protection for 
your arms and shoulders and is ideal for lighter welding or for very hot 
conditions. Ideal when worn with the Big Red® Apron.

Part No. BRSWY
Sizes: One Size Fits All
n Leather/Hook & Loop cuff tabs
n Welted seams for extra strength
n Big Red® selected leather
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THE BIG RED®

SPATS AND LEGGINGS

Part No. BRG7V
n Big Red® selected leather
n Hook and Loop rear closure
n Leather strap and buckle 

fastening under the boot
n All seams are sewn with heat 

resistant Kevlar® thread for 
extra durability

n	 Ankle	length	=	250mm

Part No. BR400CC
n Big Red® selected leather
n Quick release  

Hook and Loop closure
n	 3	cane	supports
n	 50mm	elastic	top
n Fibre board toe guard
n Chain under boot
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The Big Red® Welders Cap with nape keeps welding spatter and 
dross off your head and stops it going down the back of your 
jacket. Designed to be worn under your welding helmet. Durable, 
quality head and neck protection.

Part No. BRCNP9 – with 228mm nape
n Big Red® selected leather
n All edges bound
n Head and neck protection

The Big Red®	Welding	Helmet	Nape	is	designed	to	be	attached	
to your welding helmet. The conscertina design folds up easily 
and neatly at the top of your head as you raise your helmet. 
Providing excellent head and neck protection that is attached to 
your welding helmet.

Part No. BRN20
n Big Red® selected leather
n Hook and Loop attachment to welding helmet
n Registered design which does not impede lifting and lowering 

of helmet
n Head and neck protection

The Big Red®	Confined	space	welding	hood	includes	a	welding	
helmet with the chin section removed. Designed to be worn in 
tight	and	confined	spaces	where	you	have	very	little	room	to	
move.

Part No. BRH29C
n Big Red® selected leather
n Complete with welding helmet
n Hook and Loop attachment around lens area
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The	GOLDEN	CHIEF® Welding Spats are designed to 
protect your boots from damaging welding spatter and dross. 
The Spats are manufactured from selected soft, premium 
GOLDEN	CHIEF®	pig	split	leather,	utilise	a	50mm	Hook	and	
Loop closure with all wear areas reinforced with rivetts.  
All seams are sewn with heat resistant Kevlar® thread.

Part No. GCSWS
■	 Big	Red® selected leather
■	 Premium	gold	pig	split	leather
■	 Lightweight	and	extremely	durable
■	 50mm	Hook	and	Loop	closure
■	 Hook	and	Loop	boot	strap
■	 Riveted	reinforced	wear	areas
■	 Double	leather	molded	toe	area
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__________________________________________________

Elliotts leggings are designed not only to protect your
boots, but also your lower leg from spatter and dross.
Elliotts leggings are made from selected chrome
leather with other options including closure systems
and supports.

Part No. WL16
■  Strap & buckle closure under boots
■  Strap & buckle rear closure
■  Length 406mm
■  Riveted reinforced stress points

CHROME LEATHER LEGGINGS

CHROME LEATHER LEGGINGS

Part No. ES16Q
■  Velcro® quick release losure
■  Strap and buckle closures
    under boots
■  Length 406mm
■  Riveted reinforced stress points

3 QUICK RELEASE VELCRO®

Part No. WL16CRQ
■  Heavy duty insert
■  Strap and buckle closures
    under boots
■  Length 406mm
■  Riveted reinforced stress points

QUICK RELEASE PRESS STUD CLOSURE

Part No. WL400CC
■  Heavy duty insert
■  50mm elastic top
■  Fibre board toe guard
■  Chain under boots
■  Riveted reinforced stress points
■  Length 400mm

QUICK RELEASE PRESS STUD CLOSURE

Part No. SWS7SV
■  Velcro® closure
■  Length 230mm

Part No. WS7VWP
■  Velcro® closure
■  Length 230mm

UNSUPPORTED

SUPPORTED

Part No. SWS7SBC
■  Strap and buckle closure
■  Length 230mm

Part No. WS7SB
■  Strap and 
    buckle closure
■  Length 230mm

UNSUPPORTED

SUPPORTED

CHROME LEATHER SPATS
Offers ankle and foot protection from spatter and dross.
Elliott Australia’s spats are made from selected
chrome leather with a choice of either leather strap
and buckle or Velcro® closures.
  • All spats have a leather strap for closure under
    the boot for a snug fit and extra durability
  • If extra support is required, selected spats have
    supports on either side of the leg
  • Total length 230mm
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Part No. CTP10V
n Chrome leather welders bib
n Self stick Hook and Loop for attachment 

to welder’s helmet

Part No. WC1NP9 
228mm	Nape

n Chrome leather
n Protects head and neck 

from spatter and dross
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The WAKATAC® CS welding jacket is made of WAKATAC® Proban® in the 
body section and Chrome Leather on the sleeves which offers additional 
protection and durability. The jacket is designed to be worn over a safety 
harness and includes an access point on the rear of the jacket where 
a lanyard can be attached. The WAKATAC® CS jacket offers a great 
balance of comfort and protection with extra durability in the sleeves.  
The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten and the 
extended back offers additional protection when bending over.

Part No. WAKPJ30CSH
Sizes: S-4XL 

The WAKATAC® CS welding jacket is made of WAKATAC® Proban® 
in the body section and Chrome Leather on the sleeves which 
offers	additional	protection	and	durability.	The	addition	of	3M	8935	
FR	Silver	Reflective	Trim	offers	additional	Night	Time	high	visibility	
protection The WAKATAC® CS jacket offers a great balance of 
comfort and protection with extra durability in the sleeves. The front 
Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten and the extended 
back offers additional protection when bending over.

Part No. WAKPJ30CST1
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Rear	opening	for	harness	lanyard
■	 Flap	with	Hook and Loop closure
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves

■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility	
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Light	weight	and	cool

■	 Light	weight	and	cool
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection

■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves	
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	

for extra protection
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The	OPWJ30	welding	jacket	is	made	completely	of	High	Visibility	
Orange Proban® FR Cotton. This jacket is the lightest in the range 
and is the coolest and most comfortable to wear in hot and humid 
conditions. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten 
and the extended back offers additional protection when bending over. 
This	garment	is	certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	High	Visibility	Safety	
Garments – Day Only Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Full	Proban® protection
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Light	weight	cool	&	washable

The	OPWJ30CS	welding	jacket	is	made	of	High	Visibility	Orange	
Proban® FR Cotton in the body section and Chrome Leather on the 
sleeves which offers additional protection and durability. This jacket 
offers a great balance of comfort and protection with extra durability 
in the sleeves. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to 
fasten and the extended back offers additional protection when 
bending	over.	This	garment	is	certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	 
High Visibility Safety Garments – Day Only Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30CS
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility
■	 Full	Proban® protection
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Light	weight	cool	&	washable

The	OPWJ30CSH	welding	jacket	is	made	of	High	Visibility	Orange	Proban® FR Cotton in the 
body section and Chrome Leather on the sleeves which offers additional protection and durability. 
The jacket is designed to be worn over a safety harness and includes an access point on the rear 
of the jacket where a lanyard can be attached. The jacket offers a great balance of comfort and 
protection with extra durability in the sleeves. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to 
fasten and the extended back offers additional protection when bending over. This garment is 
certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	High	Visibility	Safety	Garments	–	Day	Only	Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30CSH Sizes: S-4XL
■	 Rear	opening	for	harness	lanyard
■	 Flap	with	Hook and Loop closure
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves

■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook and Loop side closure 
■	 Light	weight	and	cool
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves
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The	OPWJ30T1	welding	jacket	is	made	completely	of	High	Visibility	Orange	
Proban®	FR	Cotton	with	the	addition	of	3M	8935	FR	Silver	Reflective	Trim	
offering	additional	Night	Time	high	visibility	protection.	This	jacket	is	the	
lightest in the High Visibility range and is the coolest and most comfortable 
to wear in hot and humid conditions. The front Hook and Loop closure 
makes it easy to fasten and the extended back offers additional protection 
when	bending	over.	This	garment	is	certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	 
High	Visibility	Safety	Garments	–	Day	Night	Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30T1 Sizes: S-4XL

The	OPWJ30CST1	welding	jacket	is	made	of	High	Visibility	
Orange Proban® FR Cotton in the body section and Chrome 
Leather on the sleeves which offers additional protection and 
durability.	The	addition	of	3M	8935	FR	Silver	Reflective	Trim	offers	
additional	Night	Time	high	visibility	protection.	This	jacket	offers	a	
great balance of comfort and protection with extra durability in the 
sleeves. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten 
and the extended back offers additional protection when bending 
over.	This	garment	is	certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	High	
Visibility	Safety	Garments	–	Day	Night	Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30CST1 Sizes: S-4XL

The	OPWJ30CSHT1	welding	jacket	is	made	of	High	Visibility	Orange	Proban® FR Cotton in the  
body section and Chrome Leather on the sleeves which offers additional protection and durability. 
The	addition	of	3M	8935	FR	Silver	Reflective	Trim	offers	additional	Night	Time	high	visibility	
protection. The jacket is designed to be worn over a safety harness and includes an access point on 
the rear of the jacket where a lanyard can be attached. The jacket offers a great balance of comfort 
and protection with extra durability in the sleeves. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy 
to fasten and the extended back offers additional protection when bending over. This garment is 
certified	to	AS/NZS	4602.1:2011	High	Visibility	Safety	Garments	–	Day	Night	Requirements.

Part No. OPWJ30CSHT1 Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility
■	 Full	Proban® protection 
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	

extra protection

■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	 

for extra protection

■	 Rear	opening	for	harness	lanyard
■	 Flap	with	Hook	and	Loop	closure
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves

■	 Hook	and	Loop	 
side closure

■	 Light	weight	cool	&	washable

■	 Hook	and	Loop 

side closure 
■	 Light	weight	and	cool
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves

■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Light	weight	and	cool
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves
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Been seen and be safer wearing the High Visibility Big Red® 
Welders Jacket. All the features of the Big Red® jacket with the 
addition	of	high	wearing	3M	reflective	trim	conforming	to	AS/NZS	
4602.1:2011	High	visibility	safety	garments	–	Garments	for	high	
risk applications.

Part No. BRC30T1
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Big	Red® selected leather
■	 3M	Reflective	Trim	for	night	time	high	visibility
■	 Welted	seams	for	extra	strength
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Leather/Hook	and	Loop	cuff	tabs

The WAKATAC®	T1	welding	jacket	is	made	completely	of	
WAKATAC® Proban®	with	the	addition	of	3M	8935	FR	Silver	
Reflective	Trim	offering	additional	night	time	high	visibility	
protection. This jacket is the lightest in the High Visibility 
WAKATAC® range and is the coolest and most comfortable to 
wear in hot and humid conditions. The front Hook and Loop 
closure makes it easy to fasten and the extended back offers 
additional protection when bending over.

Part No. WAKPJ30T1
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility
■	 Full	Proban® protection
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	for	extra	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure
■	 Light	weight	cool	&	washable

The WAKATAC® CS welding jacket is made of WAKATAC® Proban® in the body 
section and Chrome Leather on the sleeves which offers additional protection 
and	durability.	The	addition	of	3M	8935	FR	Silver	Reflective	Trim	offers	additional	
night time high visibility protection. The WAKATAC® CS jacket offers a great 
balance of comfort and protection with extra durability in the sleeves. The front 
Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten and the extended back offers 
additional protection when bending over.

Part No. WAKPJ30CST1 Sizes: S-4XL
■	 Reflective	trim	for	added	visibility
■	 Proban® front and back protection
■	 Chrome	leather	sleeves
■	 Hook	and	Loop	side	closure

■	 Light	weight	and	cool
■	 Extra	durability	in	sleeves
■	 Longer	length	at	the	back	

for extra protection
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The BLUE MAX® welding jacket is made of Royal Blue FR Cotton.  
This jacket is lightweight, cool and comfortable to wear in hot and humid 
conditions. The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten, 
side	adjusters	and	sleeve	tabs	help	create	a	snug	custom	fit.

Part No. NPWJ30
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Full	FR	Cotton	protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	front	closure
■	 Side	adjusters	for	snug	fit
■	 Sleeve	tabs	for	cuff	closure	making	it	easier	 

to pull on your gloves

The BLUE MAX® welding jacket is made of Royal Blue FR Cotton 
and gold coloured chrome leather sleeves offering extra durability 
in the areas that wear out from welding spatter and dross. 
The front Hook and Loop closure makes it easy to fasten, side 
Adjusters	and	sleeve	tabs	help	create	a	snug	custom	fit.

Part No. NPWJ30CS
Sizes: S-4XL

■	 Front	and	back	FR	Cotton	protection
■	 Gold	chrome	leather	sleeves
■	 Hook	and	Loop	front	closure
■	 Side	adjusters	for	snug	fit
■	 Sleeve	tabs	for	cuff	closure	making	it	easier 

to pull on your gloves
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Part No. PBNF23Y
■	 Full	Proban® protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	closure	

for attachment to safety 
cap or hat

Part No. NPB30
■	 Full	Proban® protection
■	 Hook	and	Loop	closure	

for attachment to welding 
helmet
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How does it work?
The ArcSafe® welding screen is manufactured from vinyl 
film,	processed	with	a	colour	dye,	a	flame	retardant	and	
an	ultra	violet	absorber.	The	dye	consumes	and	filters	
the blue light brightness associated with the electric arc 
welding	process.	The	material	surface	acts	as	a	reflector,	
causing the arc to appear larger and less bright, thus 
reducing glare to the eyes. The light is also scattered 
in	different	directions,	creating	a	fluorescent	light.	This	
causes the pupil to constrict and shut out excess glare, 
thus reducing light to the retina.

Colours and Luminance Transmittance
ArcSafe® welding screens are available in two colours: 
Red and Green. The Luminance Transmittance is the 
ratio of the luminance of a source of light when viewed 
through a curtain or screen, to the luminance  
of that source when viewed directly.

Benefits of ArcSafe®

ArcSafe® welding screens absorb the dangerous ultra 
violet light that is emitted from the arc welding process 
and	also	offers	these	added	benefits:

■	 Surrounding	your	welding	situations	with	safety

■	 Protecting	your	co-workers	and	other	people	from	
the	painful	effects	of	accidental	welding	flash

■	 Safely	and	quickly	defining	hazardous	welding	areas

■	 Allowing	safe	observation	for	safety	check	of	
welding operations

■	 All	seams	are	welded,	not	sewn,	for	extra	durability	
and strength

Category Min. % Max. % ArcSafe®

C1 17.8 29.1
C2 8.5 17.8
C3 3.2 8.5 Red
C4 1.2 3.2
C5 0.44 1.2 Green

Welding SCREENS

RED GREEN
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The Welding Cushion is design to provide comfort and protection and prevent fatigue while 
performing extensive welding. Designed for kneeling and laying down. Available in a selection 
of outer materials wrapped around a dense foam inner. Welding cushions are also designed 
to	provide	protection	from	welding	spatter	and	dross,	flames	and	sparks.

n Available in various outer materials
n	 400mm	x	400mm	x	50mm
n Carry handle
n Will reject sparks, oil, chemicals
n Great for kneeling and laying down
n Prevents welder fatigue

Part No. Outer Materials
WC4040BRL Big Red® Leather
WC4040NXG Neoweld	XG
WC4040ANXR Aluminised/	Neoweld	XG	

Welding Cushions

Welding Cushions
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Protect and extend the life of your welding torch cables from damaging spatter and dross. 
Elliotts leather cable covers are available in Big Red® or Black Grain leather options. Each 
cable cover closes with Hook and Loop and can be easily joined together with a cable tie. 
Available in two widths.

Part No. Type Length Width To Fit Diameter
CCBR40150 Big Red® Leather 4000mm 150mm 45mm
CCBR40200 Big Red® Leather 4000mm 200mm 60mm
CCBL40150 Black Grain Leather 4000mm 150mm 45mm
CCBL40200 Black Grain Leather 4000mm 200mm 60mm

Cable Covers

Cable Covers
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Elliott Australia Pty Ltd

23 Vauxhall Street, Virginia QLD 4014 Australia

Tel +61 7 3265 2944

elliotts.net


